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Structural design and consulting firm 

Smithson Engineering is a Structural Design  
& Consulting firm based in Southern California 
with innovative techniques to weave practical 
physics and theoretical analysis into stronger, 
lighter and less expensive composite & metal 
products. Projects range from Rapid- 
decompression load reductions on aircraft  
interiors with Zodiac Aerospace to Seismic  
retrofits on relocated roller coasters. 

50% weight reduction, $400k savings

When an aircraft interior manufacturer  
developed a new bin to provide a roomier  
cabin with more overhead stowage capacity, 
the internal turbulence restraint brackets were 
due for a redesign. The prior part had some 
stress inefficiencies and was machined from  
a block of aluminum, so several possible  
solutions could exist. Smithson Engineering 
used automated topology optimization tools  
to look at load paths and efficient shapes.  
Autodesk® Nastran® as used to quickly adjust 
new design alternatives.

First, an analysis of the existing part strengths 
and weaknesses was performed. The existing 
part is machined from AL 2024 and there are 
20 brackets per ship set on a run of 200 ship 
sets, so a 50% target of weight reduction would 

mean $400k savings. Although the part has  
very minor deformation under the maximum  
test load, the exaggerated deformations show 
that the part twists significantly compared to  
its longitudinal resistance. This relative twisting 
susceptibility (due to the load path having to 
flow or bend through the shape) makes the  
main wall of the part much thicker than  
otherwise necessary.

The geometric envelope for the design space 
was increased (the semi-transparent purple 
region). Boundaries included the load  
attachment surfaces and the bolt attachment 
surfaces only. The topology was refined several 
times with intermediate convergence solution 
showing that some bolts were not connected 
and yet not fully removed from the solution. 
Several extrusions options were considered,  
together with symmetry which is a topology 
result for efficient material usage for this type  
of loading.

The extrusion proposed (symmetric bracket with 
4 legs) shows great promise with almost half the 
weight removed and with a reduced part count 
as it can be used on left or right locations.

To learn more about Autodesk Nastran,
visit www.autodesk.com/products/nastran/
overview.

Smithson Engineering  
performed FEA analyses,  
with Autodesk Nastran,  
using classic iterative  
material removal methods, 
to help them reduce 20% 
or more of the weight, thus 
reducing the operating cost 
and providing additional 
green measures to marketing. 
 
– Tyler Smithson, P.E., S.E. 
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Increasing loads reducing weight

Smithson Engineering uses Autodesk 
Nastran to find efficient load paths for six 
ounce aircraft cabin brackets
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